DCS Grade 6-8 English Learner

2022 Summer Reading
Dublin City Schools Philosophy on Summer Reading:
Literacy involves reading, writing, speaking, listening, thinking, and interacting. When considering reading, research
shows that choice and volume of reading are essential to reading development. Reading over the summer is a
critical way to maintain and build upon the reading habits developed throughout the school year. Dublin City Schools
values our students’ reading lives. Therefore, we will provide year-round opportunities for our students to engage in
experiences that will allow them to grow in literacy.

Dublin City Schools Summer Reading Essential Question:
How does what we know about the world affect how we view ourselves?
Summer Reading Requirements:
☘ Each student reads a minimum of 2 books during the summer
☘ One book is chosen from the assigned EL course list
☘ One book is chosen by the student to read and share with the class after school starts.
A list of choice books is provided by EL course levels.
Student Assignment:
1. Select one book from the assigned EL List for the course you will be taking in 2022-23.
2. Select an activity from the table below that will capture your comprehension of the assigned
book you read. Please feel free to use a journal, posters, or technology (such as Padlet, a
personal blog, Schoology, or any option on your Google Drive).
3. Choose another book to read. Note: It does NOT have to be on the assigned EL list. However,
there are several titles in the choice list that may be of interest.
4. Consider the questions on page 6 of this document to guide your thinking as you read..

Character
Tell us 3 ways in which this character
has changed or grown from the
beginning to the end of the story.

Setting
Create a map showing the setting or
“route” taken by the main character in
your book during his/her adventure.

Create a poster or collage to represent
a character of your choice. Define the
Design a comic strip that shows the
character traits: what do they look like,
sequence of events of the story in their
sound like, act like, how do others view
appropriate setting.
them, and how do others connect with
them?
Cast the book as a movie. For each
character, please explain why you used
the person to play that part.

Identify and describe at least five
events from the book. Place a
description on a setting map in the
appropriate place.

Message/Theme
Plot out a musical playlist that would
represent the message or theme of this
story. For each song, explain the
connection to the story.
Design a new book cover with the
message or theme in mind. Items on
the cover should represent the
message or theme of the story.
Come up with 7 - 10 interview
questions that you would like to ask
the author about this book. One
question must relate to the
message/theme.

Assessment: Information will be shared the first week of school. The assessment will be given after
the first week of school. The grade for the assessment will be less than 10% of the student’s first
quarter grade.
__________________________________________

Share your reading on social media using #DCSsumread

Your teacher may provide information about book sales before the end of school.

Assigned: Middle School EL Reading books (you will read one from this list)
Beginner
AND
Low
Intermediate

Ghosts Catrina and her family are moving to the coast of Northern California because her little sister,

Intermediate

Roller Girl For most of her twelve years, Astrid has done everything with her best friend Nicole. But

Maya, is sick. Cat isn't happy about leaving her friends for Bahía de la Luna, but Maya has cystic
fibrosis and will benefit from the cool, salty air that blows in from the sea. As the girls explore their new
home, a neighbor lets them in on a secret: There are ghosts in Bahía de la Luna. Maya is determined to
meet one, but Cat wants nothing to do with them. As the time of year when ghosts reunite with their
loved ones approaches, Cat must figure out how to put aside her fears for her sister's sake -- and her
own.

after Astrid falls in love with roller derby and signs up for derby camp, Nicole decides to go to dance
camp instead. And so begins the most difficult summer of Astrid's life as she struggles to keep up with
the older girls at camp, hang on to the friend she feels slipping away, and cautiously embark on a new
friendship. As the end of summer nears and her first roller derby bout (and junior high!) draws closer,
Astrid realizes that maybe she is strong enough to handle the bout, a lost friendship, and middle
school… in short, strong enough to be a roller girl.

High
Intermediate

Amina’s Voice A Pakistani-American Muslim girl struggles to stay true to her family’s vibrant culture

Advanced

Lucky Broken Girl In this unforgettable multicultural coming-of-age narrative, a young Cuban-Jewish

while simultaneously blending in at school after tragedy. Amina has never been comfortable in the
spotlight. She is happy just hanging out with her best friend, Soojin. Except now that she’s in middle
school everything feels different. Soojin is suddenly hanging out with Emily, one of the “cool” girls in
the class, and even talking about changing her name to something more “American.” Does Amina need
to start changing too? Or hiding who she is to fit in? While Amina grapples with these questions, she is
devastated when her local mosque is vandalized. Amina’s Voice brings to life the joys and challenges
of a young Pakistani American and highlights the many ways in which one girl’s voice can help bring a
diverse community together to love and support each other.

immigrant girl is adjusting to her new life in New York City. Just when she’s finally beginning to gain
confidence in her mastery of English—and enjoying her reign as her neighborhood’s hopscotch
queen—a horrific car accident leaves her in a body cast and confined her to her bed for a long
recovery.
As Ruthie’s world shrinks because of her inability to move, her powers of observation and her heart
grow larger and she comes to understand how fragile life is, how vulnerable we all are as human
beings, and how friends, neighbors, and the power of the arts can sweeten even the worst of times.

__________________________________________

Share your reading on social media using #DCSsumread

Choice: Middle School EL Reading books (you can read one from this list, or choose your own)
Beginner

Bravo: Poems About Amazing Hispanics Musician, botanist, baseball player, pilot―the Latinos
featured in this collection, Bravo!, come from many different countries and from many different
backgrounds. Celebrate their accomplishments and their contributions to a collective history and a
community that continues to evolve and thrive today!
Biographical poems include: Aida de Acosta, Arnold Rojas, Baruj Benacerraf, César Chávez, Fabiola
Cabeza de Baca, Félix Varela, George Meléndez, José Martí, Juan de Miralles, Juana Briones, Julia de
Burgos, Louis Agassiz Fuertes, Paulina Pedroso, Pura Belpré, Roberto Clemente, Tito Puente, Ynes
Mexia, Tomás Rivera

El Deafo Going to school and making new friends can be tough. But going to school and making new
friends while wearing a bulky hearing aid strapped to your chest? That requires superpowers!
The Phonic Ear gives Cece the ability to hear—sometimes things she shouldn’t—but also isolates her
from her classmates. She really just wants to fit in and find a true friend, someone who appreciates her
as she is. After some trouble, she is finally able to harness the power of the Phonic Ear and become “El
Deafo, Listener for All.” And more importantly, declare a place for herself in the world and find the friend
she’s longed for.

Low Int.

American Born Chinese Jin Wang starts at a new school where he is the only Chinese-American
student. When a boy from Taiwan joins his class, Jin doesn’t want to be associated with an FOB like
him. Jin just wants to be an all-American boy, because he is in love with an all-American girl. Danny is
an all-American boy: great at basketball, popular with the girls. But his obnoxious Chinese cousin
Chin-Keeis annual visit is such a disaster that it ruins Danny’s reputation at school. The Monkey King
has lived for thousands of years and mastered the arts of kung fu and the heavenly disciplines. He is
ready to join the ranks of the immortal gods in heaven. But there is no place in heaven for a monkey.
Each of these characters cannot help himself alone, but how can they possibly help each other? They
are going to have to find a way if they want fix the disasters their lives have become.

Low Int.

Me, Frida, and the Secret of the Peacock Ring A room locked for fifty years. A valuable peacock
ring. A mysterious brother-sister duo. Paloma Marquez is traveling to Mexico City, birthplace of her
deceased father, for the very first time. She's hoping that spending time in Mexico will help her unlock
memories of the too-brief time they spent together. While in Mexico, Paloma meets Lizzie and Gael,
who present her with an irresistible challenge: The siblings want her to help them find a valuable ring
that once belonged to beloved Mexican artist Frida Kahlo. Finding the ring means a big reward. What
better way to honor her father than returning a priceless piece of jewelry that once belonged to his
favorite artist! But the brother and sister have a secret.

Low Int.

Piecing Me Together Jade believes she must get out of her poor neighborhood if she's ever going to succeed.
Her mother tells her to take advantage of every opportunity that comes her way. And Jade has: every day she
rides the bus away from her friends and to the private school where she feels like an outsider, but where she has
plenty of opportunities. But some opportunities she doesn't really welcome, like an invitation to join Women to
Women, a mentorship program for "at-risk" girls. Just because her mentor is black and graduated from the same
high school doesn't mean she understands where Jade is coming from. She's tired of being singled out as
someone who needs help, someone people want to fix. Jade wants to speak, to create, to express her joys and
sorrows, her pain and her hope.

Intermediate

Dear World: A Syrian Girl’s Story of War and Plea for Peace When seven-year-old Bana Alabed took to Twitter to
describe the horrors she and her family were experiencing in war-torn Syria, her heartrending messages touched
the world and gave a voice to millions of innocent children. Bana’s happy childhood was abruptly upended by civil
war when she was only three years old. Over the next four years, she knew nothing but bombing, destruction, and
fear. Her harrowing ordeal culminated in a brutal siege where she, her parents, and two younger brothers were
trapped in Aleppo, with little access to food, water, medicine, or other necessities. Facing death as bombs
relentlessly fell around them—one of which completely destroyed their home—Bana and her family embarked on a
perilous escape to Turkey.

__________________________________________

Share your reading on social media using #DCSsumread

Intermediate

Nine, Ten: A September 11 Story Ask anyone: September 11, 2001, was serene and lovely, a perfect
day—until a plane struck the World Trade Center. But right now it is a few days earlier, and four kids in
different parts of the country are going about their lives. Sergio, who lives in Brooklyn, is struggling to
come to terms with the absentee father he hates and the grandmother he loves. Will’s father is gone,
too, killed in a car accident that has left the family reeling. Naheed has never before felt uncomfortable
about being Muslim, but at her new school she’s getting funny looks because of the headscarf she
wears. Aimee is starting a new school in a new city and missing her mom, who has to fly to New York
on business. These four don’t know one another, but their lives are about to intersect in ways they
never could have imagined.

High Int.

Shooting Kabul In the summer of 2001, twelve year old Fadi’s parents make the difficult decision to
illegally leave Afghanistan and move the family to the United States. When their underground transport
arrives at the rendezvous point, chaos ensues, and Fadi is left dragging his younger sister Mariam
through the crush of people. But Mariam accidentally lets go of his hand and becomes lost in the
crowd, just as Fadi is snatched up into the truck. With Taliban soldiers closing in, the truck speeds away,
leaving Mariam behind. Adjusting to life in the United States isn’t easy for Fadi’s family and as the
events of September 11th unfold the prospects of locating Mariam in a war torn Afghanistan seem slim.
When a photography competition with a grand prize trip to India is announced, Fadi sees his chance to
return to Afghanistan and find his sister. But can one photo really bring Mariam home? Based in part on
the Ms. Senzai’s husband’s own experience fleeing his home in Soviet controlled Afghanistan in the
1970s, Shooting Kabul is a powerful story of hope, love, and perseverance.

High Int.

Inside Out and Back Again Hà has only ever known Saigon: the thrills of its markets, the joy of its
traditions, and the warmth of her friends close by. But now the Vietnam War has reached her home. Hà
and her family are forced to flee as Saigon falls, and they board a ship headed toward hope—toward
America. This moving story of one girl's year of change, dreams, grief, and healing received four
starred reviews, including one from Kirkus which proclaimed it "enlightening, poignant, and
unexpectedly funny."

High Int.

Hurricane Child Caroline Murphy is a Hurricane Child. Being born during a hurricane is unlucky, and
twelve-year-old Caroline has had her share of bad luck lately. She's hated and bullied by everyone in
her small school on St. Thomas of the US Virgin Islands, a spirit only she can see won't stop following
her, and -- worst of all -- Caroline's mother left home one day and never came back. But when a new
student named Kalinda arrives, Caroline's luck begins to turn around. Kalinda, a solemn girl from
Barbados with a special smile for everyone, becomes Caroline's first and only friend -- and the person
for whom Caroline has begun to develop a crush. Now, Caroline must find the strength to confront her
feelings for Kalinda, brave the spirit stalking her through the islands, and face the reason her mother
abandoned her. Together, Caroline and Kalinda must set out in a hurricane to find Caroline's missing
mother -- before Caroline loses her forever.

High
Intermediate

Enchanted Air: Two Cultures, Two Wings: A Memoir In this poetic memoir, author Margarita Engle
tells of growing up as a child of two cultures during the Cold War. Margarita is a girl from two worlds.
Her heart lies in Cuba, her mother’s tropical island country, a place so lush with vibrant life that it seems
like a fairy tale kingdom. But most of the time she lives in Los Angeles, lonely in the noisy city and
dreaming of the summers when she can take a plane through the enchanted air to her beloved island.
Words and images are her constant companions, friendly and comforting when the children at school
are not. Then a revolution breaks out in Cuba. Margarita fears for her far-away family. When the
hostility between Cuba and the United States erupts at the Bay of Pigs Invasion, Margarita’s worlds
collide in the worst way possible. How can the two countries she loves hate each other so much? And
will she ever get to visit her beautiful island again?

__________________________________________

Share your reading on social media using #DCSsumread

Advanced

The Crossover "With a bolt of lightning on my kicks . . .The court is SIZZLING. My sweat is DRIZZLING.
Stop all that quivering. Cuz tonight I’m delivering," announces dread-locked, 12-year old Josh Bell. He
and his twin brother Jordan are awesome on the court. But Josh has more than basketball in his blood,
he's got mad beats, too, that tell his family's story in verse, in this fast and furious middle grade novel of
family and brotherhood from Kwame Alexander.
Josh and Jordan must come to grips with growing up on and off the court to realize breaking the rules
comes at a terrible price, as their story's heart-stopping climax proves a game-changer for the entire
family.

Advanced

Flying Lessons and Other Stories Whether it is basketball dreams, family fiascos, first crushes, or
new neighborhoods, this bold anthology—written by the best children’s authors including Kwame
Alexander, Soman Chainani, Jacqueline Woodson, and many more—celebrates the uniqueness and
universality in all of us. "Will resonate with any kid who's ever felt different—which is to say, every kid."
—Time
This impressive group of authors has earned among them every major award in children’s publishing
and popularity as New York Times best sellers. From these distinguished authors come ten distinct and
vibrant stories.

Advanced

Brown Girl Dreaming Raised in South Carolina and New York, Woodson always felt halfway home in
each place. In vivid poems, she shares what it was like to grow up as an African American in the 1960s
and 1970s, living with the remnants of Jim Crow and her growing awareness of the Civil Rights
movement. Touching and powerful, each poem is both accessible and emotionally charged, each line a
glimpse into a child’s soul as she searches for her place in the world. Woodson’s eloquent poetry also
reflects the joy of finding her voice through writing stories, despite the fact that she struggled with
reading as a child. Her love of stories inspired her and stayed with her, creating the first sparks of the
gifted writer she was to become.

Advanced

The Night Diary It's 1947, and India, newly independent of British rule, has been separated into two
countries: Pakistan and India. The divide has created much tension between Hindus and Muslims, and
hundreds of thousands are killed crossing borders. Half-Muslim, half-Hindu twelve-year-old Nisha
doesn't know where she belongs, or what her country is anymore. When Papa decides it's too
dangerous to stay in what is now Pakistan, Nisha and her family become refugees and embark first by
train but later on foot to reach her new home. The journey is long, difficult, and dangerous, and after
losing her mother as a baby, Nisha can't imagine losing her homeland, too. But even if her country has
been ripped apart, Nisha still believes in the possibility of putting herself back together. Told through
Nisha's letters to her mother, The Night Diary is a heartfelt story of one girl's search for home, for her
own identity...and for a hopeful future.

__________________________________________

Share your reading on social media using #DCSsumread

Dublin City Schools Summer Reading Essential Question:

How does what we know about the world affect how we view ourselves?
Below are questions created to help guide and capture thinking while reading. Responses and evidence of
thinking will not be collected; however, please track thinking throughout the book. The more thoughtful
you are while reading, the more successful you will be in small group and whole class discussions, class
activities, and assessments upon return to school.

6
Grade

●

7
Grade

●

8
Grade

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

How and why did your character change from the beginning, to the middle, and to the
end?
What major events made an impact on your character?
What major lesson did your character learn and describe a time you've learned a major
life lesson?
Characters often change and grow in response to challenges they face. What challenges
does the main character face and how do they change him/her?
How does friendship play a role in the characters overcoming challenges?
How can lessons learned from the story be applied to your own life?
What challenges does the character face and how does he/she handle them?
How does the main character battle and/or embrace authority and power?
Discuss an ethical issue (related to moral principles) present in the text and your
reaction to how the characters handle the issue.

__________________________________________

Share your reading on social media using #DCSsumread

